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The Milani mission: overview and architecture of the
optical-based GNC system.

M. Pugliatti ∗, A. Rizza ∗, F. Piccolo ∗, V. Franzese †, C. Bottiglieri ‡, C. Giordano †, F. Ferrari§, F. Topputo ¶

Department of Aerospace Science and Technology, Politecnico di Milano, Via La Masa 34, 20156, Milan, Italy.

Milani is a 6U CubeSat that will be part of the Hera mission around the Didymos binary
system. Its objectives are both scientific and technological: to study and characterize the
Didymos environment, and to demonstrate the use of CubeSat technologies for interplanetary
missions. The latter includes the usage of autonomous navigation algorithms in a close-proximity
environment. The purpose of this work is twofold. First, to provide an updated overview of the
Milani mission. Second, for the first time, to illustrate the architecture and some preliminary
results of the semi-autonomous optical-based GNC system.

I. Introduction

Small bodies in the Solar System represent the current frontier in space exploration. Various missions such asRosetta [1], Hayabusa 1 [2] and 2 [3], and Osiris-Rex [4] have been launched towards these targets, while others are
planned for the future [5, 6]. When arrived in the proximity of a small body, deep-space CubeSats offer the advantage of
diversifying and complementing large spacecraft missions [7]. Indeed, they can be exploited as opportunistic payloads
to be deployed in situ, once the main spacecraft has reached its target. An example is given by the AIDA (Asteroid
Impact and Deflection Assessment) collaboration between NASA and ESA to study and characterize an impact with the
Didymos asteroid system [8]. As part of this collaboration, NASA launched the DART (Double Asteroid Redirection
Test) kinetic impactor spacecraft [9], whose impact with the secondary asteroid of Didymos will be observed and
characterized by LICIACube in autumn 2022 [10]. As part of this cooperation, ESA will launch in October 2024
the Hera mission [6] together with two deep-space CubeSats, namely Juventas [11] and Milani [12–14], to study and
characterize the system. Shortly after Hera’s arrival in January 2027, an early characterization phase between 20 and 30
km distance will aim at determining the shape and the gravity field of the bodies. A detailed characterization phase will
follow from about 10-20 km distance. During this phase the two CubeSats will be released from the Hera mothercraft,
enhancing the scientific return of the mission. Juventas will be equipped with a monostatic low-frequency radar as
well as accelerometers, while Milani will carry the ASPECT [15] visual and near-IR imaging spectrometer and VISTA
thermogravimeter [16] to characterize the dust environment around the asteroid.
Autonomous Optical Navigation (OpNav) is an enabling technology for present and future exploration missions.

Such technique exploits Image Processing (IP) methods to extract a set of optical observables which is used to generate
a state estimate with associated uncertainties. Such estimate is often obtained through filtering, which combines
information from the dynamics with an observation model to achieve much higher accuracy than from the application of
the IP alone. Since images can be inexpensively generated on-board with low-cost and low-mass sensors, OpNav is
experiencing a growing interest for on-board applications. This is particularly relevant for CubeSat missions, which
are often tightly constrained in terms of mass and power. In the case of proximity to small-bodies, OpNav can be
exploited to reduce operational costs by allowing autonomous operations and unlocking the capabilities to perform
critical operations. By linking OpNav capabilities with Guidance and Control algorithms, autonomous GNC systems
can be foreseen in the near future in self-exploring missions with reduced or complete absence of humans-in-the-loop.
In this work, for the first time, we present the key characteristics of the OpNav based GNC system of the Milani

mission together with an updated overview on the status of the mission. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II a generic overview of the Milani mission is provided. In Section III the GNC system of Milani is illustrated in
detail. This is done starting from the IP in Section III.A, followed by the navigation in Section III.B and guidance and
control in Section III.C. To conclude the GNC of Milani a brief overview is given about the preliminary design of the
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autonomous OpNav experiment in Section III.D. In Section IV the results of some analysis generated with the described
GNC system are illustrated. Finally, in Section V the main findings presented here are discussed together with some
remarks for future works.

II. Mission overview
Milani is a 6U CubeSat that will be launched as a piggyback of the Hera spacecraft towards the Didymos binary

system in 2024. After arriving at the system in 2027, Milani will be released from Hera and will focus on its scientific
objectives, related to the characterization of Didymos’ asteroids and their environment. The primary and secondary
bodies of the system are called Didymos and Dimorphos (for simplicity, also referred to as D1 and D2, respectively). D1
is estimated to be an irregular-spherical-like body with a diameter of 780 m while D2 is modeled as a triaxial ellipsoid
with a major axis of 170 m. Milani’s objectives are twofold: both scientific and technological. From a scientific point of
view the main objectives are to:

• Study and characterize the Didymos binary system. This includes support to Hera for the determination of the
global properties of the system, characterization of the surface of both bodies, evaluation of space weathering
phenomena, and characterization of surface properties near the crater.

• Support the gravity field estimation. This is achieved passively by the range and range-rate measurements
exchanged between Milani and Hera via the Inter Satellite Link (ISL) network during the entire mission.

• Characterization of the dust environment. This includes the detection of inorganic materials, volatiles, and
light organics within the asteroid environment and in deep-space.
The scientific objectives are achieved by a global mapping of the two asteroids, high-resolution images of the crater

on D2, surface micro-structure characterization of both bodies done with the ASPECT payload [15], while radio-science
and dust environment experiments are performed respectively with the ISL and the VISTA [16]. From a scientific point
of view, D2 and observations of its crater are the main focus of the Milani mission. From a technological point of view,
Milani main objectives are to:

• Provide ISL communication with Hera. This translates into the demonstration of the operability of a inter-satellite
local network in deep-space.

• Demonstrate the use of CubeSat technologies in deep-space. This includes the capability to provide relative
positioning to Hera, to measure the effects of the asteroid environment on key hardware, and to validate autonomous
navigation algorithms. The latter is the main focus of the work presented here.
To accomplish both sets of objectives, Milani is designed as a 6U CubeSat with orbital and attitude control

capabilities and deployable solar arrays. In addition to ASPECT, VISTA, and the ISL antennas, Milani is currently
designed to host a NavCam (21 × 16 deg FOV, with a 2048 × 1536 pixels wide sensor mounted co-axially with respect
to ASPECT), a lidar, sun-sensors, a star-tracker, and an IMU.
Milani’s mission phases are schematized in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Their detailed descriptions are beyond the scope

of this work, which focuses in its analysis on the two main phases of the mission: the Far Range Phase (FRP) and Close
Range Phase (CRP).

Fig. 1 Phases of the Milani mission.

The trajectory design process in the Didymos system is strongly influenced by the effect of gravitational and Solar
Radiation Pressure (SRP) perturbations and by the use of a passive payload (ASPECT) [12, 13]. Because of this,
Milani’s proximity trajectories have been designed to hover above the Didymos system during FRP and CRP exploiting
hyperbolic arcs, as illustrated in Figure 3.
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Fig. 2 Schematics of the phases of the Milani mission.

Fig. 3 Arcs of the FRP (left) and CRP (right) phases of the Milani mission seen in an inertial fixed reference
frame w.r.t. the Sun (Orange arrow).

The FRP and CRP last roughly 21 and 28 days respectively. As it is possible to see in Figure 3, the FRP exhibits
symmetrical arcs that develop within 8-14 km from D1 while the CRP exhibits asymmetrical arcs within 2-11 km. To
conclude the mission after the main scientific objectives are achieved, the CRP will be followed by an Experimental
Phase (EXP) which will climax in a landing attempt on D2. In Figure 4 it is possible to see the values of the phase
angle, range, and apparent size of D1 and D2 during the Commissioning Phase (COP), FRP, CRP, and EXP phases of
the mission.
Various works in the literature are sprouting that illustrate different aspects of the Milani missions. The most relevant

ones are briefly listed here for the interested reader to provide context for what is presented and what is omitted in
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Fig. 4 From bottom to top: Milani’s range, and phase angles w.r.t. D1 and D2, and apparent size of D1 and D2.
The colors represent the COP, FRP, CRP, and EXP phases illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

this work. The process of designing close-proximity operations in a binary asteroid system is discussed at length in
[13] while the preliminary mission analysis and GNC design of Milani which constituted the proposal and phase 0
of the mission are illustrated in [12]. A detailed description of the IP can be found in [17, 18]. In [14] the important
relationship between the trajectory design and orbit determination processes is shown. The interested reader is also
directed to [15, 16] for details about VISTA and ASPECT, respectively.
Milani consortium is composed of entities and institutions from Italy, Czech Republic, and Finland. Consortium

Prime is Tyvak International, responsible for the whole program management and platform design, development,
integration, testing, and final delivery to the customer. Politecnico di Torino is dealing with requirements definition,
thermal analysis, radiation analysis, and debris analysis. Politecnico di Milano is responsible for Mission Analysis and
GNC. Altec will support the Ground Segment architecture and interfaces definition. Centro Italiano per la Ricerca
Aerospaziale (CIRA) will be responsible for the execution of the vehicle environmental campaign. HULD will contribute
to developing the mission-specific software. VTT is the main payload (ASPECT, spectral imager) provider, and is
supported by the following entities dealing with ASPECT-related development: University of Helsinki (ASPECT
calibration), Reaktor Space Lab (ASPECT Data Processing Unit development), Institute of Geology – the Czech
Republic Academy of Science (ASPECT scientific algorithms requirements and testing), Brno University of Technology
(ASPECT scientific algorithms development). INAF-IAPS is the secondary Payload (VISTA, dust detector) provider.
Throughout its design phase, the Milani mission has been characterized by a fast development cycle. Phase 0 took

place during proposal preparation in Spring 2020. The Milani team successfully passed the Preliminary Design Review
(PDR) in summer 2021 and is currently in phase C until the Critical Design Review (CDR), scheduled in spring 2022.

III. GNC
Milani GNC is designed with semi-autonomous capabilities enabled by innovative image processing and autonomous

navigation components paired with traditional guidance and control logic. The design philosophy of the GNC has been
driven by the following goal: to be able to generate a primary pointing for the ADCS in a robust, simple, and precise
way across the different mission scenarios. To do so, Milani’s GNC uses a series of strategies which at the highest
level of autonomy rely on visual-based navigation algorithms. The AOCS (considered here as the union of GNC and
ADCS) is then responsible for the full 6D orbital-attitude navigation, guidance, and control of the CubeSat. Since the
Milani GNC system generates autonomously an on-board primary pointing profile as output, and since it does not have
on-board autonomous guidance and control, the system is defined as semi-autonomous. The overall architecture of the
GNC is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5 High-level architecture of the GNC.

The GNC system is being developed in Simulink 2020a∗ for its simplicity and the capability to convert high-level
rapid prototyping code in Matlab/Simulink as C-code via autocoding. This capability would be extremely useful in
rapidly converting prototyping code as on-board software code, allowing for a fast iteration between the algorithms
design and software code integration in the CubeSat. The key driving requirements for the design of the GNC system
have been heavily influenced by the FRP and CRP phases of the mission. On the other end, the concluding portion
of the mission, the one of the EXP, has been considered from a design point of view as an experimental phase of the
mission. What follows is an overview of the separate elements which constitute the GNC of the Milani CubeSat: the IP,
navigation, and guidance and control. Lastly, the autonomous OpNav experiment is briefly explained.

A. IP
The IP and navigation tasks in Milani are deeply interconnected. Milani’s on-board navigation strategy relies on

optical observables of D1 extracted from images and then used in on-board filters. To do so a robust, simple, and
accurate IP method is needed. For the case of Milani, the IP needs to provide reliable data about D1 for navigation, but
at the same time to be able to distinguish D2 in the image for pointing purposes. This stems from the consideration that
D1 being the largest, most visible, and regular body, would be simpler and more robust to use for navigation. On the
other hand, D2 being the focus of the Milani mission is important to be able to distinguish D2 from D1 in the image to
eventually be able to point towards it for scientific acquisitions. An object recognition algorithm that distinguishes D1
and D2 based on the areas of the blobs of pixels and an expanding bounding box is put in place to work in the resolved
regime of D1, from 4 to 14 km, which is, by design, the applicable range in which FRP and CRP will mostly occur.
Once D1 is distinguished in the image from D2, an IP method is used to extract optical observables to be used for

navigation purposes. At the current stage, three methods can be chosen to do so: the COB (Center Of Brightness),
WCOB (Weighted COB), and SSWCOB (Sun Sensor WCOB). The first is a special case of the others, which are more
sophisticated methods that employ scattering law corrections. All methods are used to extract an estimate of the center
of mass of D1 (also called CoF) and the range from D1, which is computed with a simple apparent diameter formula.
The difference between the SSWCOB and WCOB lays in the method used to compute the phase angle and the orientation
correction of the scattering law. In the WCOB the phase angle is extracted from images while in the SSWCOB is

∗https://www.mathworks.com/products/simulink.html, last accessed: 18th November 2021.
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extracted from additional data from the Sun sensor. Similarly, for what concern the estimate of the orientation of the
correction, in the WCOB it is done by analyzing the image while in the SSWCOB is estimated from the projection of
the line of sight of the Sun on the image plane. In general, the SSWCOB is more accurate than the WCOB, but its
functioning depends on the availability of Sun sensor data. In this sense, the WCOB is more robust, because it only uses
images for its estimate, but proves to be less accurate.
The main characteristic of the WCOB and SSWCOB methods is to correct the Center of Brightness of the body

detected in the image with a scattering law. Instead of using an analytical scattering law [19, 20], a data-driven one is
employed. This is done so that the IP is capable to work with an irregular-shaped body like the one of an asteroid as D1.
To derive the coefficients of the fitting functions used in the WCOB and SSWCOB methods, a global dataset of 10000
images representative of any possible geometric configuration achievable during the Milani mission profile is designed.
This is used as a sort of training set to determine which coefficients produce the best fitting functions for the formula
illustrated in Equation 1, which is the one of the WCOB:[

𝐶𝑜𝐹𝑥

𝐶𝑜𝐹𝑦

]
=

[
𝐶𝑜𝐵𝑥

𝐶𝑜𝐵𝑦

]
+ 𝑤 × 𝑀 (𝑃𝐴(𝑒), 𝑀𝑎 𝑗 𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ) ×

[
𝑐𝑜𝑠(Φ(𝑒𝐶𝑜𝐵, 𝐶𝑜𝐵))
𝑠𝑖𝑛(Φ(𝑒𝐶𝑜𝐵, 𝐶𝑜𝐵))

]
(1)

where 𝐶𝑜𝐹 is the estimated center of the body in the image, 𝐶𝑜𝐵 is the center of brightness, 𝑤 is a weighting parameter,
𝑀 ,Φ, and 𝑃𝐴 are 1D and 2D functions whose coefficients are fit through a training data set, 𝑒 and 𝑀𝑎 𝑗 𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ are
the eccentricity and major axis length of the blob of pixel labeled as D1, and 𝑒𝐶𝑜𝐵 is the CoB of the edge region in
the asteroid. At the current stage, the data-driven scattering law is applied by exploiting fitting coefficients retrieved
from synthetic images of the global dataset. The same approach could be done with real images as well, as for the case
of Milani they could be abundantly available from Hera and Dart missions before release. A similar formula as the
one in Equation 1 can be used in the SSWCOB with two major differences: the phase angle and the orientation of the
correction are not computed using the 𝑃𝐴(𝑒) and Φ(𝑒𝐶𝑜𝐵, 𝐶𝑜𝐵) functions, respectively. Instead, they are computed
using the line of sight of the Sun in the camera frame. Regardless of the algorithm chosen, a set of optical observables
is generated and used in the on-board filter to retrieve a state estimate and relative uncertainties. The WCOB and its
variant have been selected after a trade-off with other similar centroiding methods for the specific needs of the Milani
mission. In Figure 6 it is possible to see the nominal performance in the CoF estimate of the WCOB method compared
with other techniques considered in the trade-off analysis for the FRP and CRP (Center of Brightness, Convex Hull
Center of Brightness, Lambertian Sphere Correlation, and WCOB). In Figure 7 it is possible to appreciate the higher
accuracy of the WCOB in the CoF estimate. A detailed description of the WCOB is out of the scope of this work. The
interested reader is referred to [17, 18] for a more in-depth discussion about the IP of Milani.

Fig. 6 Error ellipses of the CoF estimates in the FRP (left) and CRP (right) phases of the Milani mission in the
image plane of the Milani NavCam for different algorithms tested.

B. Navigation
The nominal navigation strategy of the Milani mission is based on images, lidar, and radio-tracking data collected

over the mission duration and processed on ground. However, a parallel on-board navigation strategy is designed for
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Fig. 7 Magnitude of the CoF error of the COB (left) and WCOB (right) in the global dataset of images
representative of all geometric conditions seen during the mission timeline.

pointing purposes and as part of a technology demonstration experiment. This strategy uses the optical observables
collected by the IP together with lidar data to estimate the relative state of the CubeSat with respect to D1. In doing so it
is important to note that optical observables are assumed not to be available below 4 km (by design this is the nominal
distance at which D1 saturates the NavCam’s FOV) and that lidar data is assumed not to be available above 5.5 km as a
consequence of the expected albedo of D1. The set of observables available to the on-board filter will thus vary with the
range from D1. Also note that even though below 4 km optical observables are considered too degraded to be used in
the filter, they can still be used to provide rough information for pointing.
The choice of the on-board navigation filter has been based on the performances of EKF (Extended Kalman

Filter) and UKF (Unscented Kalman Filter) variants. The UKF gives slightly better performance, given the non-linear
dynamical environment, but it requires a significantly higher computational effort. Therefore, the choice has been
made to use an EKF for the on-board application. The current on-board navigation strategy assumes to employ optical
observables every 1800 s and lidar data every 300 s, given the slow dynamics that characterize Milani’s trajectories. If
the filter is called without any new measurement, it only performs a forward propagation of the state. Process noise
is introduced to account for residual accelerations and the uncertainty related to the SRP perturbation. Thus, two
Gauss-Markov (GM) processes are considered, whose characteristics are given in Table 1.

Table 1 Gauss–Markov processes properties

𝝈 𝝉

Residual acceleration 5 × 10−9𝑚/𝑠2 1 day
Solar Radiation Pressure 8% of SRP acceleration 1 day

Finally, range and range-rate information between Hera and Milani that can be exchanged via ISL are not used for
navigation purposes for two main reasons. First, to be useful for on-board navigation with respect to the system they
would need to be accompanied in near real-time by the ephemerides of the Hera spacecraft, which would add complexity
from an operational point of view. Second, even with Hera ephemerides continuously transmitted on-board, these would
be affected by navigation errors on the Hera’s state that could make them potentially unreliable for navigation of Milani.
For these reasons, ISL data is not used in the current navigation strategy on-board Milani.

C. Guidance and Control
After the navigation solution is provided, in the proposed GNC architecture of Milani the translational guidance

and control follow a robust ground-based approach. Even Collision Avoidance Maneuvers (CAMs) are designed to be
computed on ground. Supported by sensor data from Milani and by the Orbit Determination (OD) of the spacecraft
around the system, the collision risk assessment (with respect to Hera, Juventas, D1, and D2) as well the maneuver
computation and execution is entirely relegated on ground. This simplifies the on-board architecture and avoids
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introducing elements of risk in terms of execution of false-positive CAMs.
On the other hand, the most important output of the GNC system of Milani is the generation of a primary attitude

profile for the ADCS. To provide this quantity, three main pointing strategies are designed:
• Reference: It is the simplest one and consists in providing a pointing profile without the need of having sensors or
ADCS readings. The pointing profile is computed easily from geometric considerations using the ephemerides of
the bodies of the system, which are stored on-board. In this strategy, also the ephemerides of Milani need to be
communicated from ground, which may not be conservative in case of off-nominal scenarios and could in general
introduce higher pointing errors.

• Tracking: The attitude estimated by the ADCS and the output of the IP are exploited to track the target and keep
it at the center of the NavCam FOV. The main parameter of this strategy is the tracking time, the interval between
images used to update the primary pointing.

• Predicted: It uses the estimated trajectory with the on-board filter together with ephemerides of the desired target
(D1, D2, Hera, Juventas, or ad hoc-selected feature on the body such as the crater region) to compute the desired
pointing. This pointing mode is particularly relevant when D2 is not recognized as a different body than D1 by
the IP. In those cases, the need to perform scientific acquisitions is guaranteed by the on-board filter’s solution
without intervention from ground.
With these strategies in place, and with the support of the IP, the ADCS, and the rest of the GNC system, Milani

shall be capable to provide a reliable primary pointing quaternion to the ADCS for scientific acquisitions and nominal
operations, never losing the desired body from the FOV of the camera. Should that occur, a lost in space scenario mode
would be adopted. In this mode, the CubeSat would autonomously scan the surrounding environment from the last
known appearance of the bodies in the FOV, while ensuring specific geometric constraints on the sun direction are met.
Milani will thus demonstrate the capability to autonomously navigate around the Didymos binary system and employ

this capability for a practical pointing purpose throughout the FRP and CRP phases of the mission. In the next session,
it is shown how the autonomous IP and navigation capabilities of Milani will be tracked on the ground within the
framework of a proposed autonomous optical navigation experiment.

D. Autonomous optical navigation experiment
As described in the previous section, the GNC of Milani will attempt at the best of its capability to generate a state

estimate as part of its tasks. This estimate, however, will not be used for the translational guidance and control but will
be used to generate a primary pointing for the ADCS. An autonomous navigation experiment is therefore designed based
on the collection of more data about the available sensors, IP, and Navigation filter throughout the mission lifetime. The
techniques used on-board of Milani can then be replicated on the ground and compared with higher-fidelity ones. This
assessment will provide a useful technology demonstration experiment for future missions. A con-ops of the experiment
is illustrated in Figure 8.
The Autonomous Optical Navigation (AutOpNav) experiment is an opportunistic technology demonstration

experiment whose goal is to test Milani’s optical navigation and its capability to support autonomous navigation in
the proximity of an asteroid. As mentioned, the experiment is opportunistic and does not interfere with the nominal
operations of Milani. The specific goal of the experiment is to test the algorithms for on-board image processing and
on-board navigation filtering. The outcome of the on-board algorithms will be validated against on-ground techniques.
If successful, the AutOpNav experiment would be a crucial step towards enabling the on-board implementation of the
translational guidance and control of a CubeSat for an asteroid mission.
The experiment is de-facto based on a data-collection strategy executed during all operational phases of the mission

(FRP, CRP, and EXP). The set of data to be transmitted and elaborated on-ground is made of low-level sensor data such
as ranges from the lidar and images from the NavCam, but also by high-level processed data such as IP observables and
filter’s output. A crucial part of the experiment is to allow for this set of 4 telemetry data to be transmitted asynchronously
on-ground as part of the nominal telemetry of the GNC system. The frequency at which each set is transmitted is
opportunistic and largely depends on its packet size. IP, filter, and lidar data are expected to be abundantly available and
of low size for transmission. On the other hand, images are expected to be the heaviest set to be transmitted. For this
reason, the first is going to be activated more frequently than required during nominal operations, while the latter is
going to exploit the already planned captures for the ground-based orbit determination process.
On the ground, the data is used to demonstrate the on-board performance of the IP and filter. To validate filter

performance, the ground-based OD solution of the Milani trajectory is used as a reference. To achieve this goal, the IP
data related to images downlinked for on-ground OD are also considered and included in the telemetry stream. This
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Fig. 8 Con-ops of the autonomous navigation experiment.

enables a direct comparison between the on-board IP algorithms and the on-ground more refined ones, given that they
will be applied to the same input. Since no additional images are downlinked to ground other than those needed for orbit
determination, the data budget of the mission is not stressed by this experiment.
The con-ops in Figure 8 illustrates the AutOpNav experiment, with signals flowing asynchronously in the IP and

navigation blocks toward the ADCS and Ground. The red lines represent the connections that support nominal ADCS
operations. The green lines represent signals downlinked to ground for the nominal ground-based OD process, to
reconstruct Milani trajectory. The purple, blue and red links represent additional data that is downlinked to perform the
experiment and assess the on-board capability of the IP and filter. The experiment is designed to be run as close as
possible to real-time, as a sort of shadow-engineering simulation which is also useful to monitor closely the performance
of the GNC system. An additional element for this experiment could be the simultaneous usage of the TinyV3RSE
facility [21] to reproduce the optical environment in the Didymos system. With such a facility, it would be possible to
test the robustness of the IP in a higher fidelity environment. The facility, the experiment, and the on-board software
replica would thus not only be passively used to provide an independent orbit determination solution with the raw data
and processing capabilities that would be available on-board, but could be deployed actively as a design analog, to
change and tune the GNC parameters during flight operations to increase the performances and ensure stability.

IV. Results
In this section, some results achieved by the GNC system described in the previous sections are illustrated. For

simplicity, only the performance of the GNC over arcs 1 and 2 of the FRP and CRP phases are illustrated, for a total of 4
cases. These are considered to be representative of the performance of all arcs of these two phases of the mission. The
IP has been set to generate optical observables with the WCOB method every 1800 s above 4 km while lidar data is
collected every 300 s below 5.5 km. The same set of figures is obtained for each case. For simplicity, the IP performance
is presented first, followed up by the navigation performance.
In Figure 9, Figure 11, Figure 13, and Figure 15 the estimated CoM (the CoF) of D1 is compared with its true

projection in the Milani NavCam as function of time. In Figure 10, Figure 12, Figure 14, and Figure 16 the other output
of the IP, the estimated range and phase angle, are also visualized with their true values.
Finally, the performance of the on-board navigation filter are illustrated in Figure 17, Figure 18, Figure 19, and

Figure 20. The filter error is reported in camera frame with the 3𝜎 bounds for all components.
In Figure 21 some global metrics for the 4 cases of the IP and navigation are compared together.
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Fig. 9 Performance of the CoF estimate of the WCOB method in FRP arc 1.
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Fig. 10 Performance of the range and phase angle estimates of the WCOB method in FRP arc 1.
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Fig. 11 Performance of the CoF estimate of the WCOB method in FRP arc 2.
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Fig. 12 Performance of the range and phase angle estimates of the WCOB method in FRP arc 2.
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Fig. 13 Performance of the CoF estimate of the WCOB method in CRP arc 1.
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Fig. 14 Performance of the range and phase angle estimates of the WCOB method in CRP arc 1.
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Fig. 15 Performance of the CoF estimate of the WCOB method in CRP arc 2.
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Fig. 16 Performance of the range and phase angle estimates of the WCOB method in CRP arc 2.
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Fig. 17 Performance of the filter in FRP arc 1 with the axes in camera frame.
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Fig. 18 Performance of the filter in FRP arc 2 with the axes in camera frame.
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Fig. 19 Performance of the filter in CRP arc 1 with the axes in camera frame.
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Fig. 20 Performance of the filter in CRP arc 2 with the axes in camera frame.
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From the analysis of the performance of the IP in the FRP arcs, it is possible to see that the algorithm performed
well. It is possible to observe in both arcs of the FRP that the IP consistently overestimated the phase angle at low
values (see Figure 10 and Figure 12.). This in turn reflects into the poor performances of the WCOB in determining the
correct 𝐶𝑜𝐹𝑥 coordinate in this interval, as it is possible to see in Figure 9 and Figure 11. For what concerns the CRP
arcs, similar conclusions can be drawn, but illustrated on asymmetrical arcs. What is interesting to note for the CRP
cases is the behavior of the WCOB method at the end of arc 1 and at the beginning of arc 2, in Figure 13 and Figure 15,
respectively. It is possible to see large deviations between the real and estimated CoF, in both components. This is
because the algorithm is now applied below 4 km and outside its design region. Note that the observations from the
WCOB are not used in the filter for this reason.
For what concern the navigation performance, it is possible to see that in all cases but one (CRP arc 2, the z

component of the velocity in camera frame) the estimated state stays well within the 3𝜎 values and convergence of the
filter is achieved within few days after initialization. In the CRP cases (at the end of CRP arc 1 and the beginning of
CRP arc 2) the beneficial effect of the lidar on the navigation solution is noticeable, especially in the boresight direction.
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Fig. 21 Relative percentage on-board positioning error for all arcs (left), and WCOB error on all arcs (right).

Finally, from Figure 21 it is possible to have a view on the global IP and navigation performance of the GNC system
of Milani. In particular, from the analysis of the 4 cases presented in this work, we can conclude that the relative
positioning error (with respect to the true range) always stays below 4 % for all cases. Similarly, the IP method and the
WCOB algorithm seem to perform well for the entire duration of the arcs considered (excluding the performance below
4 𝑘𝑚, outside of the design range). The algorithm achieves a mean error in the CoF estimate of roughly 10 pixel for the
FRP arcs and 20 pixel for the CRP arcs.

V. Conclusions
In this work a generic overview of the Milani mission is provided together with a detailed description of its GNC

system. Preliminary results in some representative and geometrically challenging arcs of the FRP and CRP phases are
illustrated, showing good IP and navigation performances. Milani design is currently in phase C and is fast approaching
a CDR in spring 2022. The main challenges for the immediate future is the implementation of the algorithms and
strategies described in this work with a robust architectures for an on-board software implementation. Morevoer, future
work will be focused on further validation and verification campaigns to test the robustness and performances of the
GNC.
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